Abstract: A beverage preparation machine (1) comprises: - a body (2) having a body connector (10) and a beverage outlet for dispensing a beverage over a beverage dispensing area (27); and - a module (3) having a disconnectable module connector (34) for removably connecting the module to the body via the body connector. The body connector (10) and the module connector (34), when connected, are fixed together by a magnetic field-generating arrangement, such as magnets (111, 121, 131), and a cooperating magnetic arrangement (341) so as to fasten the module to the body; and/or - fastened together only at the module connector (34) that forms a foot (34) of the module (3) and that is mounted on the body connector (10) that forms a platform of the body (2), the module having a generally upright elongated face (33, 33') that is adjacent to and faces the body and that is free from the body above the foot.
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BEVERAGE MACHINE WITH A REMOVABLE MODULE

Field of the Invention

The present invention concerns a beverage preparation machine that has a body and a removable module that can be connected to the body, such as a module adjacent to an outer face of the body, in particular a module in the form of a storage reservoir for storing a supply of ingredient and/or waste material, such as a machine that is arranged to use capsules of a flavouring ingredient that is mixed with a liquid such as water to prepare a beverage.

Background Art

Beverage preparation machines have been known for a number of years. For example, US 5,943,472 discloses a water circulation system between a water reservoir and a hot water or vapour distribution chamber of an espresso machine. The circulation system includes a valve, metallic heating tube and pump that are connected together and to the reservoir.


WO 2009/013778 discloses a cup holder having an upper grid plate for supporting a cup under a beverage outlet and a lower tray for collecting fluid flowing through the grid plate. The grid plate and the tray are magnetically constrained together.

Co-pending application WO 2012/055767 discloses a beverage preparation machine having a body and a module
connected thereto. The module can be moved into different positions about the body. The module can be a reservoir for supplying liquid such as water to the body. The body can incorporate an arrangement for processing ingredients and for dispensing a resulting beverage.

**Summary of the Invention**

The invention thus relates to beverage preparation machines having a body and a removable module connectable to the body.

For the purpose of the present description, a "beverage" is meant to include any human-consumable liquid substance, such as tea, coffee, hot or cold chocolate, milk, soup, baby food, etc... A "capsule" is meant to include any pre-portioned beverage ingredient, such as a flavouring ingredient, within an enclosing packaging of any material, in particular an airtight packaging, e.g. plastic, aluminium, recyclable and/or biodegradable packagings, and of any shape and structure, including soft pods or rigid cartridges containing the ingredient. The capsule may contain an amount of ingredient for preparing a single beverage serving or a plurality of beverage servings.

The beverage preparation machine can be an in-home or out of home machine. The machine may be for the preparation of coffee, tea, chocolate, cacao, milk, soup, baby food, etc.... The machine may be arranged for preparing within a beverage processing module a beverage by passing hot or cold water or another liquid through a capsule containing an ingredient, such as a flavouring ingredient, of the beverage to be prepared, such as ground coffee or tea or chocolate or cacao or milk powder.

The beverage preparation typically includes the mixing of a plurality of beverage ingredients, e.g. water and milk powder, and/or the infusion of a beverage ingredient, such as an infusion of ground coffee or tea with water. One or more of such ingredients may be supplied in loose and/or agglomerate powder form and/or in liquid form, in particular in a concentrate form. A carrier or diluents liquid, e.g. water, may be mixed with such ingredient to form the beverage.
For instance, a predetermined amount of beverage is formed and dispensed on user-request, which corresponds to a serving. The volume of such a serving may be in the range of 25 to 200 ml and even up to 300 or 400 ml, e.g. the volume for filling a cup, depending on the type of beverage. Formed and dispensed beverages may be selected from ristrettos, espressos, lungos, cappuccinos, latte macchiato, cafe latte, americano coffees, teas, etc... In particular, a coffee machine may be configured for dispensing espressos, e.g. an adjustable volume of 20 to 60 ml per serving, and/or for dispensing lungos, e.g. a volume in the range of 70 to 150 ml per serving.

According to a particular aspect, the invention relates to a beverage preparation machine that comprises a body having a disconnectable body connector and a beverage outlet for dispensing a beverage over a beverage dispensing area. The body may be configured for preparing a beverage by circulating a liquid, such as water, via a flavouring ingredient, such as ground coffee and/or tea leaves and/or cacao and/or milk e.g. powder milk. The flavouring ingredient may be a pre-portioned ingredient supplied into the machine body within a capsule.

Furthermore, the beverage preparation machine comprises a module having a disconnectable module connector for removably connecting the module to the body via the body connector. The module is typically external to the body and has an operative configuration for carrying out a sub-function of the beverage preparation machine, in particular providing a supply of ingredient such as water or another liquid or solid ingredient, or collecting waste material such as a residual beverage or used ingredient or a used cleaning/rinsing fluid. Normally, the module is removable from the machine, e.g. for normal servicing, e.g. refilling and/or emptying.

Typically, the body forms a main beverage processing unit, i.e. including the functional entities for processing the beverage, and the module is a secondary part of the machine, e.g. an accessory.

In accordance with the invention, the body connector and the module connector, when connected, are:
- fixed together by a magnetic field-generating arrangement, e.g. a magnet arrangement, and a cooperating magnetic arrangement so as to fasten the module to the body; and/or

- fastened together only at the module connector that forms a foot of the module and that is mounted on the body connector that forms a platform of the body, the module having a generally upright elongated face that is adjacent to and faces the body and that is free from the body above the foot, such as a generally upright face that is spaced apart above the foot from the body in particular from a generally facing body face.

As discussed below, when the module connector is mounted on the body connector, the module may be supported by the body connector or it may merely be connected thereto without being supported. In particular, the module may be connected to the body connector but supported by an external surface, such as a table, without being supported by the body connector or by the machine's body itself.

The body of the machine and the module can fasten themselves together only by magnetic force when the body and module connectors are connected. Of course, external effects may contribute to the physical connection between the body and the module, such as gravity. However, in this particular embodiment, the machine (itself) only has magnetic means as a means to secure the body and module physically together. In other words, if the magnetic means were suppressed, the body and module would be exposed to falling apart during normal use of the machine, e.g. due to minor (handling) shocks or movements, such as vibrations, inflicted to the machine.

Typically, the magnetic field-generating arrangement comprises at least one of electromagnets and permanent magnets. The magnetic field-generating arrangement may comprise a plurality of magnets mounted in the body and/or in the module, in particular magnets that are bonded and/or force-fitted and/or screwed in corresponding arrangements of the body or the module.

The magnetic arrangement may be magnetised, i.e. creating itself a magnetic field, or non-magnetised.
In particular this magnetic arrangement may comprise at least one magnetized or non-magnetized magnetic element, in particular a ferromagnetic and/or ferrimagnetic element. The magnetic arrangement can comprise at least one magnetic element in the module and/or in the body cooperating with the magnetic field-generating arrangement, in particular magnets that are bonded and/or force-fitted and/or screwed in corresponding arrangements of the body or the module.

Such a magnet element generates a magnetic field. A suitable magnet element may be a permanent magnet, e.g. made of iron, nickel, cobalt, rare earth metals, e.g. lanthanide, and alloys and oxides containing such metals as well as polymers (e.g. plastics) carrying such elements and components. It is also possible to use an electromagnet as a magnet element.

A suitable ferromagnetic element may be made of at least one of Co, Fe, Fe₂O₃, FeOFe₂O₃, NiOFe₂O₃, CuOFe₂O₃, MgO Fe₃O₃, Nd₂Fe₁₄B, Mn, Bi, Ni, MnSn, MnOFe₂O₃, Y₂Fe₅O₁₂, CrO₂, MnAs, Gd, Dy, EuO, Cu₃MnAl, Cu₂MnSn, Ni₂MnAl, Ni₂MnIn, Ni₂MnSn, Ni₂MnSi, Ni₃MnGa, Co₂MnAl, Co₂MnSi, Co₂MnGa, Co₂MnGe, SmCo₅, Sm₂Co₁₇, Pd₂MnAl, Pd₂MnSn, Pd₂MnSn, Pd₃MnSb, Co₂FeSi, Fe₃Si, Fe₂VAI, Mn₂VGa and Co₂FeGe.

The body connector of the body of the machine can form a platform of the body, in particular a platform extending from a bottom part of the body. The module connector of the module may form a foot of the module that is mounted on the platform when the module and the body are fixed together. An upwardly oriented surface of the platform and a downwardly oriented surface of the foot may bear the cooperating magnetic field-generating arrangement and magnetic arrangement respectively or vice versa.

The module, in particular a foot of the module, may be supported by an external flat support surface, such as a table, on which the machine rests. In such a configuration, the module is directly supported by the external support surface and not by the body of the machine, in particular by the body connector or its platform, and is thus less exposed to vibrations generated by the body's machine during use and propagated along the body connector. Such a principle is explained
in WO 2011/083103. The body connector may be allowed to be slightly displaceable vertically to magnetically connect with the module when the body and the module both rest on the same external flat support surface. Hence, in an advantageous embodiment for connecting the module and the body connector, the module is mounted on the body connector or its platform without being supported thereby.

The module can be upwardly elongated and mechanically secured to body only by magnetic force. For instance, the module has a height in the range of 1.5 to 5 times the size of an outermost (horizontal) diameter of the foot of the module. In particular, the module may have an upright face that is free from the body above the foot, such as an upright face that is separated from the body in particular from a generally facing body face.

By avoiding the multiplication of fastening arrangements between the body and the module, in particular by avoiding mechanical fastening arrangements such as hook systems, the geometry of the body and module is simplified, and maintenance thereof, in particular of the surfaces of the body and module is made more convenient due to the fact that such fastening mechanisms (and resulting geometrical obstacles, e.g. for cleaning) can be omitted. As a bonus, the resulting appearance may also be made smoother by avoiding visible fastening systems.

The platform (body connector of the body) can be made movable in the body so that the module is movable into a plurality of different connected positions about the body. For example, when the module is operatively connected to the body via the articulated platform, the module is able to carry out the dedicated sub-function of the module for the beverage preparation machine, e.g. supplying an ingredient and/or collecting waste material, in a plurality of such different connected positions.

In other words, the body can be made up of two assembled parts, the platform and another part such as a part containing the main beverage processing functions (e.g. pump, thermal conditioner, ingredient mixing unit, control unit, and/or user-interface, etc. as known in the art of beverage machines).
In this embodiment, the beverage preparation machine may comprise a body and a module that is adjacent to the body and that is operatively connected to the body and movable along and about one or more peripheral outer faces of the body into different positions.

Typically, the outer faces of the body are side faces, e.g. front, rear and/or lateral faces, and/or a top face. By moving the module from a first location of a peripheral part of the body to a different location of such peripheral part, at least part of the space occupied by the module in the first position is freed.

Thus, the machine's outer shape, namely the overall shape of the body and the module connected thereto, in particular the footprint or plan view thereof, is changed. Therefore, the machine may be placed in a different spatial environment corresponding to the changed shape and use optimally the available space for placing the machine. For instance, when machine is placed in a corner, e.g. a kitchen corner, the body and module may be arranged in a configuration at an angle corresponding to the angle of the corner to match the shape of the corner. When the machine is placed along a straight wall, the body and module may be aligned so as to match the wall. Hence, depending on the relative position of the module and the body, the machine can take different outer configurations (shapes) that are adapted to different environments, e.g. the machine may be placed along a wall or in a left or right corner or along a straight wall of a room, in an optimal spatial arrangement of the machine in its environment. Thus, the machine may have an advantageous arrangement for adapting the machine's shape to match different spatial environments in which the machine is placed for normal use. For instance, the module may be translationally movable along the one or more outer body faces and/or rotatably movable around the body, in particular over a pivoting angle of at least 90°, such as up to 180°, optionally of at least 270° or 360°.

The machine may include a plurality of modules, e.g. two or three modules, operatively connected to the body adjacent to one or more outer body faces, each module being movable into a plurality of different operative connection positions along said one or more outer faces.
o f the body. The modules may be connected simultaneously
to the same body. The modules may be connected adjacent
different faces of the body, in particular adjacent
opposite lateral faces, or adjacent a lateral face and
adjacent a rear face of the body. The modules of this
plurality of modules may be of similar or different
nature. For example, a liquid reservoir may be connected
to the body as a first module and a waste material
collector may be connected to the body as a second module.

In one embodiment, the module is connected to the
body by the body connector (platform), such as a rigid
connector. The body connector may include a communication
channel extending in the body to the module. The
communication channel can be configured to guide a
material, such as a fluid e.g. a liquid, and/or a flow or
energy, such as information and/or power, between the
body and the module. The channel may be connected to the
body by a flexible connector, such as a flexible cable
and/or a flexible tube. The channel can be connected to
the body by a rigid electric and/or fluid connection with
a bearing.

When the machine includes a plurality of modules,
each module may be connected to the body by a dedicated
module connector, such as a rigid connector. It is also
possible to provide a rigid connector that is arranged
for connecting more than one module to the body, e.g. two
or three modules.

The platform can have a bearing portion movably
assembled to the body, such as a portion pivotally and/or
translationally mounted in the body, and a connecting
portion for mounting the foot thereon. For instance, the
bearing portion and the connecting portion are joined
together by an arm.

Typically, the machine has a further (usually
disconnectable) connection arrangement between the module
and the body. Such a further connection can be used to
establish a communication channel between the module and
the body, e.g. to communicate data, energy and/or
substances therebetween. The further connection
arrangement is usually not used or not necessary to
physically fasten the module to the body but may be used,
this function being preferably being taken care of by the magnetic fastening.

The magnetic field-generating arrangement and the cooperating magnetic arrangement can be located adjacent to and/or around the further connection arrangement.

Providing, the magnetic fastening arrangement around the further connection arrangement may assist in improving the stability of the further connection.

At least one of the magnetic field-generating arrangement and the cooperating magnetic arrangement may form: a ring around the further connection arrangement, in particular a closed ring; or a plurality of discrete elements that are arranged around said further connection arrangement, in particular a plurality of elements spaced apart therearound.

For example, the further connection arrangement is a fluidic connection comprising a body fluid connector and a module fluid connector that are in fluid communication when the body connector and the module connector are magnetically fixed together. At least one of the body and module fluid connectors may comprise a valve that interrupts the fluid communication when the body fluid connector and the module fluid connector are disconnected.

The body fluid connector can lead into a fluid conduit that is connected to at least one of: a pump for driving a fluid in the conduit; a thermal conditioner, such as a heater and/or a cooler; and a unit for mixing a plurality of beverage ingredients, in particular ingredients that include a fresh ingredient fed from the module or a ingredient collected in the module upon use.

The body may include a pump for circulating liquid from a source of liquid, e.g. from the module, to the beverage outlet. The pump may be a reciprocating piston pump or a rotary pump. The body can include a thermal conditioner, e.g. a heater, for thermal conditioning of liquid from a liquid source circulated to the beverage outlet. In particular, the machine's body contains a mixing unit for mixing beverage ingredients, in particular a flavouring ingredient, e.g. coffee and/or tea and/or cacao and/or milk, and a liquid such as water.
The mixing unit may be a brewing unit for brewing an ingredient.

As indicated above, the module may comprise a collection reservoir for collecting waste material, such as waste beverage and/or ingredients upon use and/or a cleaning fluid. Conversely, the module can be a supply reservoir for supplying an ingredient, in particular a liquid such as water, to the body via the connection device.

For instance, the machine is configured for the preparation a coffee, tea, chocolate, milk, soup, baby food, etc., such as a self-contained table-top machine that can be electrically connected to the mains, e.g. at home or in an office. In particular, the machine is arranged for a beverage by passing hot or cold water or another liquid through a capsule containing a flavouring ingredient of the beverage to be prepared, such as ground coffee or tea or chocolate or cacao or milk powder.

For example, the preparation machine comprises: an ingredient processing arrangement including one or more of a liquid reservoir, e.g. the above module, liquid circulation circuit, a heater, a pump and a mixing unit, e.g. a brewing unit, arranged to receive ingredient capsules for extraction and evacuate capsules upon extraction; a seat to which capsules are evacuated from the preparation unit; and a receptacle having a cavity forming a storage space for collecting used ingredient. The receptacle is insertable into the seat for collecting capsules and is removable from the seat for emptying the collected capsules. Examples of such ingredient processing arrangements are disclosed in WO 2009/074550, WO 2009/130099 and WO 2010/015427.

The beverage machine may include one or more of the following components:

a) a brewing unit for receiving an ingredient of this beverage, in particular a pre-portioned ingredient supplied within a capsule, and for guiding an incoming flow of liquid, such as water, through said ingredient to a beverage outlet;

b) an in-line heater, such as a thermoblock, for heating this flow of liquid to be supplied to the brewing unit;
c) a pump for pumping this liquid through the in-line heater;

d) one or more fluid connecting members for guiding this liquid from a source of liquid, such as a tank of liquid, to the beverage outlet;

e) an electric control unit, in particular comprising a printed circuit board (PCB), for receiving instructions from a user via an interface and for controlling the in-line heater and the pump; and

f) one or more electric sensors for sensing at least one operational characteristic selected from characteristics of the brewing unit, the in-line heater, the pump, a liquid reservoir, an ingredient collector, a flow of this liquid, a pressure of this liquid and a temperature of this liquid, and for communicating such characteristic(s) to the control unit.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

The invention will now be described with reference to the schematic drawings, wherein:

- Figures 1 to 3 illustrate a beverage preparation machine of the type having a body connected to a removable module by connectors in accordance with the invention, Figure 1 showing the body and its connector without the corresponding module; and

- Figures 4 and 5 illustrate another module and connection to a body according to the invention.

**Detailed description**

Figures 1 to 3 illustrate an embodiment of a beverage preparation machine 1 and parts thereof according to the invention, in particular a machine for preparing a beverage by circulating a liquid via a flavouring ingredient, e.g. tea or ground coffee, such as a pre-portioned ingredient contained in a capsule.

A beverage preparation machine of this type is described in greater details in WO 2009/043630 and in WO 2010/015427.
Machine 1 has a main body 2 and a module 3 connected thereto. Body 2 has a front face 24 bearing a beverage outlet (not shown) for dispensing a beverage onto a beverage dispensing area 27, e.g. a cup or mug support. Such support is known in the art, e.g. as disclosed in EP 1 867 260. Machine 1 has facing lateral outer faces 21, a semi-circular rear outer face 22 and a semi-circular top face 23. Rear outer face 22 may bear one or more openings 28, e.g. a generally annularly extending opening 28, for air circulation between the inside and the outside of body 2.

Top face 23 bears a user-interface 25 for a user to operate machine 1 and an ingredient inlet channel (not shown) for introducing a flavouring ingredient, in particular supplied within a capsule, into the machine. The channel may cooperate with a gate 26, e.g. a slidable gate 26, for opening and closing the channel.

Machine 1 has a module 3 (operatively) connected to body 2 adjacent to one of the module's outer faces 21,22. Module 3 is movable into a plurality of different operative connection positions along lateral faces 21 and rear face 22. Module 3 is connected to body 2 via a disconnectable connector 10 of body.

Module 3 has a corresponding disconnectable module connector 34 for removably connecting module 3 to body 2 via body connector 10.

In accordance with the invention, body connector 10 and module connector 34, when connected, are:

- fixed together by a magnetic field-generating arrangement and a cooperating magnetic arrangement so as to fasten module 3 to body 2; and/or

- fastened together only at body connector 34 that forms a foot 34 of module 3 and that is mounted on body connector 10 that forms a platform of body 2, module 3 having a generally upright elongated face 33 that is adjacent to and faces body 2 and that is free from body 2 above foot 34, such as a generally upright face 33 that is spaced apart from body 2 in particular from a generally facing body face 21,22.
For instance, body 2 and module 3 are fastened together only by magnetic force. Nevertheless, further disconnectable connectors 15,35 may be provided between body 2 and module 3, such as fluidic connectors 15,35, energy connectors or data connectors. However, in this particular embodiment of the invention, such further connectors, i.e. non-magnetic connectors, are not used to fasten body 2 and module 3 together. In other words, if the magnetic forces were removed, body 2 and module 3 would not be fastened together and thus not assembled in a stable manner, i.e. the remaining connectors would not be sufficient to maintain body and module physically together when exposed to adverse ordinary forces, e.g. ordinary shocks, to which the body and module may be exposed during normal use of the machine.

Alternatively, one or more further connectors may be provided to fasten the module to the body, e.g. mechanical connectors or further magnetic connectors. For instance, an upper part of the module may bear an upper magnet (not shown) radially extending towards the body that comprises at the level of this upper magnet a magnetic element so that the body and the module are urged together at such an upper location as well for further stabilisation. However, such an upper magnet is not necessary when a magnetic arrangement providing a sufficient attraction force is provided in body and module connectors 10,34.

Fig. 1 illustrates body 2 of machine 1 with a body connector 10 in position for connection to module 3 (not shown in Fig. 1) adjacent to right-hand lateral face 21. Fig. 2 shows machine 1 with connector 10 of body 2 in position for positioning module 3 adjacent to left-hand lateral face (facing lateral face 21). Fig. 3 illustrates machine 1 with connector 10 of body 2 in position for positioning module 3 adjacent to rear face 22.

Module 3 is rotatably movable around lateral face 21 and rear face 22 of body 2 over a pivoting angle of about 180° from one side to the opposite side of body 2. Alternatively, the module could be translationally mounted along the body's faces.

As illustrated in Figs 1 to 3, module is movable into a plurality of different positions of (operative)
connection adjacent and along faces 21, 22. Body 2 has a first body face 21 and a second body face 22, module 3 being movable into a first position of operative connection adjacent to first body face 21 (Fig. 1) and into a second position of operative connection adjacent to second body face 22 (Fig. 3). Moreover, body 2 has a third body face opposite first body face 21, module 3 being movable into a third position of operative connection adjacent to the third body face (Fig. 2).

Module 3 is movable into an infinite number of different positions of operative connection from adjacent first body face 21 over second body face 22 to the third body face opposite first face 21. Alternatively, module 3 could be movable into a limited number of different positions, e.g. exclusively the positions shown in Figs 1 to 3, namely 3 positions.

Module 3 has a module face 33 generally non-contacting body faces 21, 22 in said plurality of different positions of operative connection. The module's face could be parallel the body's face(s), e.g. when module and body have flat faces or concentrically arranged faces.

Module 3 is connected to body 2 by a rigid connector 10 of body 2. Connector 10 has a pivotable bearing portion 13 assembled to body 2, a connection portion 11 for module 3 and an arm 12 extending therebetween.

For example connection portion 11 comprises a core of non-magnetised magnetic material, e.g. iron, covered with a food-grade coating. Module 3 has a foot 34 bearing a series of magnets concentrically arranged over connection portion 11 to urge module 3 onto portion 11. Alternatively, the core may be made of magnetised magnetic material, e.g. a permanent magnet or an electromagnet to increase the magnetic attraction force between foot 34 and portion 11.

Body connector 10 includes a fluid connector 15 for providing a fluidic connection between body 2 and module 3. For instance, fluid connector 15 is located in connection portion 11 and is configured to guide a liquid between module 3 and body 2 typically via a conduit, e.g.
a flexible conduit, that extends through a passage 1 in connector 10 to a fluid circuit inside body 2.

Typically, module 3 comprises a supply reservoir 31 with a lid 32 for supplying an ingredient, in particular a liquid such as water, to body 2 via fluid connector 15 of connector 10. The module could also be arranged for collecting waste material from the machine's body.

Module 3 is vertically elongated and delimited by a generally circular face 33 having a tapered top part with an opening covered by lid 32.

In another embodiment, the module can be a milk frothing device, e.g. of the type disclosed in WO 2008/142154, WO 2010/023312 and WO 2010/023313, which is fed with energy and/or steam via corresponding channel(s) in the connector.

Figure 4 (exploded perspective view) and Figure 5 (cross-sectional view), in which the same references generally designate the same elements, illustrate another embodiment of module 3 and its connection to body 2 via connector 10.

In this embodiment, module 3, e.g. a water reservoir 31, is vertically elongated and has a generally circular face 33' that is upright from foot 34 to lid 32.

The height of faces 33,33' may be in the range of 1.5 to 5 times the diameter of generally circular face 33,33'. Even without upper fastening, e.g. via an upper magnet as discussed above, such a module 3 may be fastened in a stable manner to body connector 10 by appropriate magnets 111,112,113 in body connector 10 and magnetic element 341 in module connector or foot 34.

It follows that module 3 may have an upright face 33' that is free from body 2 above foot 34. Upright face 33' is separated and spaced apart from body 2 in particular from generally facing body faces 21,22.

Hence, in accordance with the invention body connector 10 and module connector 34, when connected, are:

- fixed together by a magnetic field-generating arrangement 111,112,113 and a cooperating magnetic arrangement 341 so as to fasten the module to the body; and/or
fastened together only at body connector 34 that forms a foot 34 of module 3 and that is mounted on body connector 10 that forms a platform of body 2, module 3 having a generally upright elongated face 33,33' that is adjacent to and faces body 2 and that is free from body 3 above foot 34, such as a generally upright face that is spaced apart from body 2 in particular from a generally facing body face 21,22.

Body 2 and module 3 can be fastened or fixed together only by magnetic force (leaving aside any effects external to machine 1, such as gravity).

For instance, magnets 111,112,113 are permanent magnets glued into corresponding recesses 111a,112a,113a in the upwardly oriented face of part 11' of body connector 10. Magnetic element 341 may be annularly shaped and/or glued at anchorage protrusions 342 into the downwardly oriented face of foot 34 of module 3 so that element 341 contacts or at least comes very close to the magnetic field-generating arrangement 111,112,113 when module 3 and body 2 are connected together.

Magnetic element 341 may be non-magnetised. Alternatively, it is possible to provide a magnetised magnetic element.

Body connector 10 forms a platform of body 2, in particular a platform extending from a bottom part of body 2. Module connector 34 forms a foot of module 3 that is mounted on part 11 of platform 10 when module 3 and body 2 are fixed together.

Platform 10 can be articulated in body 2 so that the module 3 is movable into a plurality of different connected positions about the body, similarly to the different configurations illustrated in Figs 1 to 3.

Platform 10 has a bearing portion 13 movably assembled to the body 2, such as a portion 13 pivotally mounted body 2, and a connecting portion 11' for mounting foot 34 thereon. Bearing portion 13 and connecting portion 11' are in particular joined together by a rigid arm 12. Bearing portion 13 has an annular shape with a through opening 17. Resilient hooks 131 are provided on bearing portion 13 for cooperating with a groove in a
bottom face of body 2 to secure bearing portion 13 in body 2 via hooks 131.

Module 3, in particular a foot of the module, may be supported directly by an external flat support surface, such as a table, on which machine 1 rests. In such a configuration, module 3 does not need to be supported by body 2 of machine 1, in particular by body connector 10 or its platform. Module 3 is thus less exposed to vibrations generated by the body's machine 2 during use and propagated along body connector 10. Such a principle is explained in WO 2011/083103. Body connector 10 may be configured to be slightly displaceable vertically to magnetically connect with module 3 when body 2 and module 3 both rest on the same external flat support surface.

The magnetic field-generating arrangement 111,112,113 and magnetic arrangement 341 are located adjacent to and around a further connection arrangement 15,35. Magnetic arrangement 341 forms a ring around further connection arrangement 15,35, in particular a closed ring. As illustrated, a through-opening 343 is provided in arrangement 341 for the passage of connecting arrangement 15,35. Magnetic field-generating arrangement is formed by a plurality of discrete elements 111,112,113 that are arranged around further connection arrangement 15,35, in particular a plurality of elements spaced apart around arrangement 15,35.

Such further connection arrangement 15,35 can be a fluidic connection comprising a body fluid connector 15 and a module fluid connector 35 that are in fluid communication when body connector 10 and module connector 34 are magnetically fixed together.

Module fluid connector 35 may include a valve 351,352,353,354 that interrupts the fluid communication when body fluid connector 15 and a module fluid connector 35 are disconnected. For instance, this valve comprises a gate 351 with a fluid tight seal 352. Gate 351, e.g. a generally cylindrical body, is urged by a spring 353 in the closed position in which seal 352 prevents passage of any fluid from reservoir 31 along gate 351. Gate 351 can be forced against spring 353 into an open position by pushing against face 354, e.g. by a counter-element (not illustrated) in body fluid connector 15.
Body fluid connector 15 leads into a fluid conduit (not shown) that extends along a passage 16 in body connector 10. This fluid conduit can be connected to at least one of: a pump for driving a fluid in the conduit; a thermal conditioner, such as a heater and/or a cooler; and a unit for mixing a plurality of beverage ingredients, in particular ingredients that include a fresh ingredient fed from the module 3, e.g. water.

In the embodiments of Figs 1 to 5, body 2 of beverage preparation machine 1 typically includes one or more of the following components:

a) an ingredient holder, such as a brewing unit, for receiving a flavouring ingredient of this beverage, in particular a pre-portioned ingredient supplied within a capsule, and for guiding an incoming flow of liquid, such as water, through this ingredient to the beverage outlet;

b) an in-line heater, such as a thermoblock, for heating this flow of liquid to be supplied to the ingredient holder;

c) a pump for pumping liquid through the in-line heater;

d) one or more fluid connecting members for guiding liquid from a source of liquid, such as tank of liquid, to the beverage outlet;

e) an electric control unit, in particular comprising a printed circuit board (PCB), for receiving instructions from a user via an interface and for controlling the in-line heater and the pump; and

f) one or more electric sensors for sensing at least one operational characteristic selected from characteristics of the ingredient holder, the in-line heater, the pump, liquid reservoir, service device, a flow of liquid, a pressure of liquid and a temperature of liquid, and for communicating such characteristic (s) to the control unit.

The heater may be a boiler, thermoblock or an on demand heater (ODH), for instance an ODH type disclosed in EP 1 253 844, EP 1 380 243 and EP 1 809 151. Examples of suitable brewing units and capsule management are for
CLAIMS

1. A beverage preparation machine (1) comprising:
   - a body (2) having a body connector (10) and a beverage outlet for dispensing a beverage over a beverage dispensing area (27); and
   - a module (3) having a disconnectable module connector (34) for removably connecting the module to the body via the body connector,

   characterised in that the body connector (10) and the module connector (34), when connected, are:
   - fixed together by a magnetic field-generating arrangement, such as one or more magnets (111,112,113), and a cooperating magnetic arrangement (341) so as to fasten the module to the body; and/or
   - fastened together only at the module connector (34) that forms a foot (34) of the module (3) and that is mounted on the body connector (10) that forms a platform of the body (2), the module having a generally upright elongated face (33,33') that is adjacent to and faces the body and that is free from the body above the foot, such as a generally upright face that is spaced apart from the body in particular from a generally facing body face (21,22).

2. The machine of claim 1, wherein the body (2) and the module (3) fasten themselves together only by magnetic force when the body and module connectors (10,34) are connected.

3. The machine of claim 1 or 2, wherein the magnetic field-generating arrangement (111,112,113) comprises:
   - at least one of electromagnets and permanent magnets; and/or
   - a plurality of magnets mounted in the body (2) and/or in the module, in particular magnets that are bonded and/or force-fitted and/or screwed in corresponding arrangements (111a,112a,113a) of the body or the module.

4. The machine of any preceding claim, wherein the magnetic arrangement (341) comprises:
- at least one magnetised or non-magnetized magnetic element, in particular a ferromagnetic and/or ferrimagnetic element; and/or
- at least one magnetic element in the module (3) and/or in the body cooperating with the magnetic field-generating arrangement, in particular magnets that are bonded and/or force-fitted and/or screwed in corresponding arrangements (111a, 112a, 113a) of the body or the module.

5. The machine of any preceding claim, wherein the body connector (10) forms a platform of the body (2), in particular a platform extending from a bottom part of the body, and the module connector (34) forms a foot of the module (3) that is mounted on the platform when the module (3) and the body (2) are fixed together.

6. The machine of claim 5, wherein an upwardly oriented surface of the platform (10) and a downwardly oriented surface of the foot (34) bear the cooperating magnetic field-generating arrangement (111,112,113) and magnetic arrangement (341) respectively or vice versa.

7. The machine of claim 5 or 6, wherein the module (3) is upwardly elongated and mechanically secured to body (2) only by magnetic force.

8. The machine of any one of claims 5 to 7, wherein the module (3) has an upright face (33,33') that is free from the body (2) above the foot (34), such as an upright face that is separated from the body in particular from a generally facing body face (21,22).

9. The machine of any one of claims 5 to 8, wherein the platform (10) is articulated in the body (2) so that the module (3) is movable into a plurality of different connected positions about the body.

10. The machine of claim 9, wherein the platform (10) has a bearing portion (13) movably assembled to the body (2), such as a portion pivotally and/or translationally mounted in the body, and a connecting portion (11,11') for mounting the foot (34) thereon, the bearing portion and the connecting portion being in particular joined together by an arm (12).
11. The machine of any preceding claim, wherein the module (3), in particular the foot (34), and the body (2) are arranged to be supported during use by an external flat surface, such as an upper surface of a table, so that the module (3) is not supported by the body or the body connector (10) during use.

12. The machine of any preceding claim, wherein the magnetic field-generating arrangement (111,112,113) and the cooperating magnetic arrangement (341) are located adjacent to and/or around a further connection arrangement (15,35).

13. The machine of claim 12, wherein at least one of the magnetic field-generating arrangement and the cooperating magnetic arrangement (341) forms:
   - a ring around said further connection arrangement (15,35), in particular a closed ring; or
   - a plurality of discrete elements (111,112,113) that are arranged around said further connection arrangement (15,35), in particular a plurality of elements spaced apart therearound.

14. The machine of claim 12 or 13, wherein said further connection arrangement is a fluidic connection comprising a body fluid connector (15) and a module fluid connector (35) that are in fluid communication when the body connector (10) and the module connector (34) are magnetically fixed together, optionally at least one of the body and module fluid connectors (15,35) comprises a valve (351, 352, 353, 354) that interrupts the fluid communication when the body fluid connector (15) and the module fluid connector (35) are disconnected.

15. The machine of claim 14, wherein the body fluid connector (15) leads into a fluid conduit that is connected to at least one of:
   - a pump for driving a fluid in the conduit;
   - a thermal conditioner, such as a heater and/or a cooler; and
   - a unit for mixing a plurality of beverage ingredients, in particular ingredients that include a fresh ingredient fed from the module (3) or an ingredient collected in the module upon use.
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1. claims: l-15 (partially)

   the body connector and the module connector, when connected, are
   - fixed together by a magnetic field-generating arrangement, such as one or more magnets (111, 112, 113), and a cooperating magnetic arrangement (341) so as to fasten the module to the body;
   ---

2. claims: l-15 (partially)

   the body connector and the module connector, when connected, are
   - fixed together by a magnetic field-generating arrangement, such as one or more magnets (111, 112, 113), and a cooperating magnetic arrangement (341) so as to fasten the module to the body; and
   - fastened together only at the module connector (34) that forms a foot (34) of the module (3) and that is mounted on the body connector (10) that forms a platform of the body (2), the module having a generally upright elongated face (33,33') that is adjacent to and faces the body and that is free from the body above the foot, such as a generally upright face that is spaced apart from the body in particular from a generally facing body face (21,22);
   ---

3. claims: l-15 (partially)

   the body connector and the module connector, when connected, are
   - fastened together only at the module connector (34) that forms a foot (34) of the module (3) and that is mounted on the body connector (10) that forms a platform of the body (2), the module having a generally upright elongated face (33,33') that is adjacent to and faces the body and that is free from the body above the foot, such as a generally upright face that is spaced apart from the body in particular from a generally facing body face (21,22).
   ---